
Apron Feeders
YPT Apron Feeders designed for all type of heavy duty 
mining operating condition.



The head shaft produced with forged steel and mounted on heavy duty self aligning roller bearings with minimum 
100.000 hours of B-10 Life. Segmented sprockets at 72 degree is bolted on the main drive head.

Carrying Truck Rollers.  
Life time lubricated and fully sealed.

Segmented sprockets.Pans are under drilling work.

Return rollers to support return chain and deck. 
Life time lubricated and fully sealed.

Shaftless tail traction wheel.

Dribble Conveyor, Pull Cord and Automatic 
Lubrication System can be supplied as an  

ancillary devices.
Chain tension is being adjusted by hydraulic  

jacking and chain take up screws.

Feeder can be fully covered by protection guard.

Heavy Duty tractor type chain. Sealed and 
lubricated life time. Max. allowable chain speed is  

18 m/min for hard rock ore.



YPT supplies services for  
commissioning, start up, training,  
spare parts and spot services.  

YPT’s standard apron feeder width sizes are as 
follows; 1000 mm, 1200 mm, 1500 mm, 1600 mm,  
1800 mm, 2100 mm. The length of the apron  
feeder can be anything depending on the process 
requirement.

Typical electromechanical drive 
including, shrinking disc, planetary 
gear box and electric motor.

Austenitic manganese pans are designed and 
produced for the greatest resistance against high 
impact unloading condition. Pan design also allows  
no accumulation of sticky clay material in between 
the pans.

Impact rails and carrier rollers.

YPT Moduler Primary 
Plant concept will come 
with a complete solution 
for apron feeder, hopper, 
skirts and chutes.

Reversable apron feeder
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APRON FEEDER APPLICATION QUESTIONNAIRE

Customer Name

Project Name

Capacity Design (tph)

Capacity Max. (tph)

Bed Depth (BD, mm)

Shear Length (SL, mm)

c/c Length (L,mm)

Apron Skirt Width (SW, mm)

Bulk Density (t/m)

Max. Lump Size (mm)

Incline Angle (X°)

Dribbing Belt Needed Not Needed
 

Type of Drive Electrical Motor 
 

Hydraulic Motor 
 

Power Source Voltage Phase Hertz

SL

BD

SW


